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Get the Hell Out of Our Lives

Before Congress, Janet Yellen testified as to whether or not 'small community bank 
depositors' would be covered—along with 'too big to fail banks'? Avoiding the question, 
she first moved into avoidance, before being forced to admit that only banks judged by 
the Fed, herself, and the President, as posing systemic risk, are to be funded.

That this decision will cause 'bank runs' from community banks into a few, select, big 
banks is a given, so why is it happening? The Treasury has its own funding limits, be-
yond which, catastrophe awaits. And given an elite mission to pacify bank 'customers', 
but only until they can achieve bank consolidation, there is no reason to fund the little 
guys. Put them out of their misery—under the auspicious of protecting depositors.

The elite want total control. Getting rid of small bank players, while seeming to help 
Americans, is the way to go. How many citizens see what is actually happening? How 
many will have the acumen to understand that moving your funds to a preferred elite 
bank, in a bankrupt nation, where debt adds to debt, is a receipt to lose your funds?

Moving to a big bank holds back the flood—just until we all drown. The Fed, FDIC 
and the Treasury are nothing but a facade. Think of it as bailing-out your basement in a 
hurricane, bucketing water down the sink. The hurricane backed up the sewers, so wa-
ter dumped in the sink comes back up the drain. The debt flood is here—there's no fix.

Because Americans will miss the 'big picture', they will miss each step that might 
have saved them from what is coming. The best advice is to keep you funds where 
only you can get at them—that's cash 'on hand'. Better yet—'hold precious metals'.

In my last article I surmised that the elite might be able to achieve 'short term deposi-
tor complacency' with this 'fix' (ploy). To see if it is working, check out the price of gold/
silver. Gold rose these last few days—$1812 to $1990. So, you decide if the 'fix is in'.

The gold price suggests the fix is not working, that not far beneath the surface, the 
collapse is underway. The entire banking system is at risk, so your job is to protect your 
family. Checking on your bank stock price might give you needed data, but knowing 
that the elite want to eliminate small banking, and then all commercial banks, why have 
more dollars on deposit than needed? How many 'dollars' do you want, anyway? 

When we see banking as one tactic in an elite strategy to take total control, we real-
ize we are playing against the 'big boys who don't give a damn. Biden will do anything 
to win a 2nd term, to die in office—un-prosecuted. Unfortunately that may involve a 



world war, and in that equation, your life's savings and small bank are 'bit player's'.
How do we get the elite 'the hell out of our lives'. Do al that we can thwart their mis-

sion. If you are partial to crypto, store your dollars there (not in an exchange), but know 
that Bitcoin came after QE, and we haven't yet seen how it will behave in tough times. 
What we do know is the elite will not want a competitor and they have means of going 
after Bitcoin. Also, it may be that the elite have a finger in the Bitcoin pie—or 2 hands.

Overall my money says you are safer in gold. Not many Americans hold it, making it 
unlikely there will be a confiscation effort. A government with the means to digitalize 
$3T with a keyboard click is unlikely to send millions of '3 letter agents', door to door. 

If you are reading this, with money in the bank that you can't afford to lose, think it 
through, to see if you come to the conclusion that holding sliver ounces makes more 
sense than a bank account. Any who bought silver when it first became apparent this 
would end in a banking crisis—have a silver bank account—that Yellen does not direct.

Here's some facts for you: in this great nation of ours, 31% of our asset base is stu-
dent debt—much of which was used to finance academic degrees for which there are 
not jobs capable of repaying student debt that is guaranteed by the US government. 

Our system of government sustained itself for 2 and a half hundred years because of 
the Constitution and Bill of Rights. Those 2 things, along with a gold standard, held 
'adventurism', credit growth and debt, in check. With gold acting as a necessary brake 
on credit expansion, the United States was able to keep to its constitutional mandates.

Along the way, Americans with an overview, Thomas Jefferson at the start, through 
Milton Friedman at the end, recognized the gold standard as vital to securing the bless-
ings of liberty for the citizens—keeping State and Federal government from usurping 
power not delegated to governing bodies under 'the law of the land'. Replacing 'sound 
money' (gold), with credit and debt ushered in the 'welfare state' and a 'runaway elite'.

As a result, the 'fair playing field' envisioned in the Constitution has been replaced by 
'elite affirmative action', which is nothing more than a domestic interpretation of 'rules 
based order' wherein the elite decides who is eligible to receive' the fruits of our labor'. 

This is evident in the way a major bank failure in the US, Silicon Valley Bank, is dealt 
with. 98% of deposits in SVB were uninsured—not covered by the FDIC. Many deposi-
tors had accounts totaling much more than $250K, which also would not have been 
covered by FDIC. But this is Silicon Valley—where a 'woke elite' that don't know their 
asses from elbows, economically, assumed they were gods, making zero interest bets. 

For elites and their cronies, it was decided that all deposits (at lest in this bank), will 
be covered, insured or not. This is a crudely fashioned 'bailout of the rich', done so ob-
viously that anyone can see it—which hopefully will be the cause for its rejection.    

It gets back to a basic question: are we sovereign or controlled? If controlled, did we 
each freely give over our inalienable rights (something inalienable can neither be taken 
or given), to a 'collective'? Who are these slavers? From whence came their mandate?

The elite are not our 'overseers'. The Constitution is our 'overseer' and the Bill of 
Rights is our 'guarantor'. Elites, going through social networks to limit free speech, 
funded by government, is unconstitutional—better identified as traitors doing treason. 

Now the elite threaten with something called NewsGuard, funded by DOD, that sup-
posedly halts 'disinformation'. Actually, this dimwitted AI puts out 1 message, the estab-
lished narrative. Propagandized disinformation. Listen up: Get the hell out of our lives!  

Contrarians can get my articles, by e-mail, by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com.


